Inreach/Care Group Team

Responsibilities
Group Ministry Team Leaders are responsible for leading the Inreach/Care ministry for the group. The Ministry Team is to coordinate the work of the Inreach/Care Team and is responsible to the Group Leadership Team.

These responsibilities are carried out by:
- Setting a positive example for others by living as an authentic follower of Jesus Christ and by being thoroughly involved in the life and ministry of Hunters Glen.
- Assisting the group in the organizing and training of group care leaders.
- Forming Care Groups by grouping every class member, new member, and prospects in a care group, preferably with a ratio of 1 leader to 8 members or 1 leader couple to 4 couples. If it is a singles group, it should be men put in male groups and ladies put in female groups.
- Contacting new attendees, welcoming them to your class, and getting them involved in the care ministry by assigning them to a care group.
- Establishing, organizing, and maintaining a care group leader priority plan. This should include prayer needs for your class members and weekly contacts for each member through the care ministry system.
- Providing encouragement to group care leaders and assisting in any problem areas or difficult situations.
- Meeting with group care leaders at Priority Meeting.
- Attending and participating in the Group Leadership Team planning meetings.